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ELEMER BOLCSKEI 
(1917-1977) 
Professor, head of the Department of Reinforced Concrete Structures, 
Technical University, Budapest, corresponding member of the Hungarian Acad-
emy of Sciences, deceased after a long sickness on June 16th 1977, at the age 
of 60. 
He graduated as a civil engineer in 1940 from the Technical University, 
Budapest and worked till 1946 in the design office of Dr. Istvan Menyhard. 
Mter a short private practice in civil engineering, he was engaged at the Insti-
tute of Building Science and Design, then after its reorganization, at the Civil 
Engineering Design Office, thereafter at the Road and Railway Engineering 
Design Office as head of the Section of Reinforced Concrete Bridges. In 1955 
he was appointed associate professor to the Department of Bridge Engineering 
n, Technical University of Building and Transport Engineering. In 1956 he 
was granted the academic degree "Candidate of Technical Sciences" and in 
1960, that of "Doctor of Technical Sciences" for his thesis "General Bending 
The~)ry of Shells". In 1961 he was promoted to professor. 1961 to 1963 he was 
deputy head of the Section of Higher Education at the Ministry od Education. 
From 1963 to his death he was head of the Department of Reinforced Concrete 
Structures, Technical University, Budapest, 1964 to 1965 he acted as prorector 
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at this University. His outstanding scientific activity won him the correspond-
ing membership of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences in 1967. His inaugural 
address delivered in 1968 concerned "Safety of Constructions". 
His outstanding engineering abilities are manifest from the reconstruc-
tion of several bridges, the design of those on the rivers Raba, Berettyo ~nd 
on the Eastern Main Canal (several small composite prestressed slab bridges), 
of the greatest Hungarian reinforced concrete arch bridge, spanning 100 m 
through the valley of Mecseknadasd, of the first aluminium bridge, and of 
several steel aerial towers. In designing, he always aimed at innovations such 
as development of ske'w-pier frame bridges, new types of bridge abutments, 
shell foundations. 
As Professor of Reinforced Concrete Structures, he made available the 
rich experience of his engineering profession to education. He published up-to-
date notebooks, textbooks and technical books. The wide range of his literary 
activity includes over hundred papers on prestressed bridges, arch bridges, 
ultimate load of compressed bars, branch shape beams, flat slabs. The theory 
of shells is one of the excellent achievements of his scientific acthity. He was 
the first in 1953 to derive the differential equation of the deformation of mem-
brane shells; another internationally acknowledged feat was to "\uite the general 
theory of bending shells in terms of orthogonal co-ordinates. His outstanding 
theoretical and practical knowledge made him a guide of the formulation of 
Hungarian design specifications and codes. 
He was chairman of the Technical Mechanical Committee ofthe Hungar-
ian Academy of Sciences, chairman of the Hungarian National Committee of 
1. A. S. S., laureate of several scientific distinctions. 
In the past two decades, he suffered from a grave disease supported with 
a respectable heroism. To his last breath he maintained an unfailing strength 
of will, a faith in the healing force of acthity. To his last minute he was full 
of plans he could not realize any more. 
His death has been a severe loss not only to the university education but 
to the entire society of Hungarian engineers, but his oeuvre and his memory 
will be kept upright by posteriority. 
Prof. Dr. ARP-4.D OROSZ 
Head of Department of 
Reinforced Concrete Structures 
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